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1 2 September 2008 I 
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Adjudication Branch 
Australian Competition & 
Consumer Commission 
GPO Box 3131 
Canberra ACT 2001 

Fax: (02) 0243 11 99 
I 

,'" ' Dear Ms, Palisi, 
.I ! '' 

! , : 
. . 

Re: Ar~plication for Authorisation A91 100 IAMA), 

I. By way of introduction the VHlA argued stroflgly an prehensively in relation to 
application A94078 (RDAA) based on extentive in the field and legal 

I 
argument, that the ACCC should reject the application. 

I I 
2. In essence we argued in that case that the ;application lacked merit, had no legal 

standing and furthermore would drive up prices thus bqing gainst the public interest. 
I a 

3. The ACCC was of the view that these were $mall furthermore the ACCC 
appeared not to take the weight of evidence and seriouely. The 
ACCC were of the view that the negatives These 
positives were never specified nor quantified b 
The ACCC was also of the view that the granti 
as there was no requirement for the parties to 
also argued that the author~sation was 
constituent bodies could not sit down 

I their labour and apply a boycott. 

4. Again the VHlA argued that these views whiqh informed by experience or 
based an realistic assessment of the dynambcs ical imperatives The VHlA 

Practitioners and Health Services in Victoria. 

views were disregarded regardless of the fact that it only employer organization 
which deals with 80-90616 of all negotiatiqns fee for service Medical 

5. The VHlA has, been directly involved in two'sets ofi ne$otiatrans since the ACCC's 
decision was made. This was brought to the attentionof the ACCC by the VHlA in late 
August 2008. The VHlA is of the view that since the PCCC 
despite well argued submissions to the contrary; you sho~ld 
Impact of the autorisation granted by the ACCG in the; cas 
In our oplrlion, the impact is precisely what the VHlA 
final verbal submission. 

I I 
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granted the suth~rization, 
be kept informed of the 

z of the RDAA's application. 
discussed w~th the ACCC in its 



6. The experience to date has been as follows: : I 

The Hospital has individual common law 0's.  Most are GP'o some 
with proceduralist skills which makes (i e. obstetrics, surgery, 
anaesthetics). 

The contract is a standard attached to the 
contract is specific to the the delivery of 
the medical services supplied. 

Three points stand out so far: 1 
i) RDAA has been ment~aned by the GPk, and dhey ave placed on the table a 

RDAA informed "clalmn relating to what they &nsi er the appropriate rate for 
medical services. I 

I C 
~ i )  "The increase in price amounts to a minimum of 1 % whereas for procedural 

work it is about 30%. The normal ~ncrea$es are psu Ily between 3 - 5 %. 
I 

RDA. 
I 

I 

," 
iii) This Hospital and its GP's were alwayL assis&!d y the AMA rather than the b 
Hospital 2 I 

! 
I 

These negotiations are at a preliminary stage.  he^ are of   articular interests because 
this was one hospital that was always informed by R* is ues, one of only two in this 
state. 

I ! t 
Again, the contract is the standard commo The Schedule to this 
Contract is more comprehensive than most, the only contracts that 
contain prices for specific procedures outside 

At the moment, given the early stage of negotidtions, tde 

ii) Hospital has been advised that the contract which i currently with the Company 
will cease effective from the cessation date beqaus of an alleged restructure of 
the Company whereby it no longer enqages tt(e Pr ctitioners. This restnrcture 
coincides with the cessatkn or end datg of the urr nt contract. 

I f i 
follow~ng stands out: 

i> This contract and the claim are fully R D M  inspired. 
we are aware, an office holder in the R ~ A  (Victpria) 

iii) The new ~ndividual contracts are as if there 15 one contract 
where the statement of claim by "I have attached a 
copy of the new contract that will individual contracts, 
and expect this to apply from 1 

Lead negotiator is, as far as 



7. As you can see from the above two examples, gur wordt fe rs have in fact come about: i 
RDA "claim" is effectively promulgated s(nd ith individual hospitals; 
Boycott is effectively applied by the device restructure whereby it 
no longer engages or err~ploys doctors; I 

I One person is effectively negotiating and who happens 
to be an office holder of the RDA to the 
Prices have increased dramatically 5% 
CMBS items are becom~ng irrelevant almost 
impossible; 

I Indexation is now CPI not CMOS based, 

8. This in itself will increase the pressure for to occur. Hospitals in a 
sense don't care what they pay provided seems however, 
that the costs of delivering the service to the funding of 
that service. 

Response to Application (AMA) 
1 I 

9. By way 01 its initlal response, the 
regard to the RDAA"s application for 
d its effects is no different to that 
A M ' S  application is weightier, and the result plication is granted, central 
negotiations will be the inevitable result. DHS and the VHlA will 
have little choice but to sit dawn and The AMA itself will 
be left without choice, although In to such an 
outcome. 

10. The ACCC's action and response to the RDA'S has resulted, as the VHlA 
argued, in the AMA making a similar applicatioh. by the VHlA this is an 
inevitable result I 

I 

11 The VHlA notes that the application does not include of authorisation far 
NSW. The VHlA reminds the Victorla from the 
authonsation granted to the ignored and if 
not ignored, not taken seriously. In this 
exempt V~ctoria from both the 
application. If the AMA's 

highly unlikely, wth all 
the applicant is not 
should be taken 
from the 

I 

I I 
I 

I i 



12. In the VHIA'e view, the draft determination i on 16 July 2008 
ptiroposing to authorise negotiations by the of all VMOfs in NSW 
is significantly separate and different and any relevance to 
Victoria. The AMA'e reliance on this if granted should 
carry sufficient weight in terms of Victoria from the 
ACCC"s draft determination in this instance. 

13, The AMA asserts the.following: 

A common fee schedule will not lessen 
The Agreement should cater for local 

• Specifies the relevant Health parties to the proposed 
arrangement; 
More effective representation\ 
Reduced transaction costs: 
Positive effect on retention: 

I 

14 A common fee schedule will not imp . The market is in part 
local, and in part Victorian and Nat cruited in the main by 
Medical Practices. Most Health $ y They may ass~st in 
recruitment. The trend in Victoria i take a greater interest in 
Medical Practitioner recruitment because th and the nature of the 
Medical Practice business model has chang the case that Medical 
Practitioners can rely on the sale o a part payment tow and 
their retirement or regard as their superannu of the game is such that 
when the Medical Pract~t~oner retires or lea er Medical Practitioner 
will essentially back f~ l l  if there is a corn and not pay for that 
privilege. The only asset of a Medical Pra tents. This is worth a 
certain amount largely deterrnlned by t ce to pharmaceutical 
companies or others with an interest in re th Service has ta take 
an interest in the supply of doctors if t supply, The Medical 
Practitioner is not interested per se in th rs. They are competitors 
and it is onerous to recruit doctors as w often put the press~~re 
on the Health Service to recruit, to sub y houslng, to supply a 
car, to supply reception and rnedi supply nursing staff, 
Furthermore, the Health Service in m facilities or pays the 
lease. None of these extras however edule of Fees. They 
are simply deemed, if supplied, as ent 

15. So a common fee schedule is not likely to lessen 
remembered that the AMA is also canvassingi flexibil 
This in itself should be sufficient to disallow 
and anomaly. It exposes the real purpose 
funding, about increases in price for 
guaranteed floor price for medical services. 

but rt needs to be 
for local variation. 

It is an absallrte 
AMA. It is about 

flexibility and a 



16. It is of interest to note that the Employers o and the Principals 
are left out of the equation. f h e  Departme oes not engage or 
employ Medical Practitioners. This attempt the path of central 
negotiations in the case of contractors i ationship and the 
corporate structure of Health Services in Vi 
ACCC to by-pass the Principal in favour of - in this case the 
atate government through the Department 
a direct relationship where none ex~sts 
prerogative and in the VHIA's view may 
no doubt that the Health Services a 
autharisation from the ACCC to disenfr 
ability to enter into agreements with their own nat~on does not 
sit well with the corporate structure i t the VHlA is the 
employer body In this state, not the Departme 
about DHS is that they ere the funder of servi 
imperatives, and negotiate sewice agreeme 
Issue directives through the Secretary of the 
organ~sat~ons, public sector, NGO's and priv 
funding agreement with the Department 

17. The issue of more efFective representation of t supported in the case 
of Victoria in the subrniss~an any is by the way of 
generalist assertions and statements which There is no ev~dence 
in the current negotiations between Health he AMA, that somehow 
the GP is not praperly represented. In ically nonsense. Both 
parties at the negotiation table in Victoria ) are well versed and 
aware of the conditions prevarl~ng In all the Schedules to the 
various contracts. In fact, the VHlA well represented as 
all their concerns, including many ely dealt w~th at the 
local level. 

I 

18. The AMA admits as such when they state will and must allow 
for local variation. If that is the case, what schedule? It is 
in danger of becoming the minimum 

19. In the VHlA view the issue behind the co 1s to ensure that "fee for 
seruice" activities are properly funded ~ n d u  of after hour services and 
generally all on-call services. This is where at. It is less about the unit 
price of various medical services. Rather it rt supply of Doctors and the 
fact that lifestyle issues now dominate an ly of services at unsocial 
hours, The supply of on-call services an s distinct from after hour's 
services is about the impact of such servic usiness. In other words, a 
private bill~ng clinic (the majority) cannot or o ver the cost of supplying in 
hour on call services to Health Services 

20. In a nutshell therefore, the AMA's application, RDAA, is about the price of 
services. It is not about anything else. It is bout the price of after hour 
services, and the price of supplying other me to the Hospital such as on 



call services as compared with the income doc 
clinics. If this is correct, and then it follows 
these issues since the funding of services is in a labour market 
which favours the supplier of services. for these 
"assertions" by the VHlA and we can quote 
refused to supply services of one type 
inconvenience. 

21. The assert~on of transaction savings in like the furphy part of a 
myth. It is like saying that trade organisationa have 

the collective. This 

the course Effectwe 
indiv~dual or 

There is simply no evidence for the be positive influence on 
retention. This is simply not true, know. It is merely the 
AMA's opinion, which they assert latter of course has no 
experien~e or facts to support knows of two groups 
of Doctors that prefer central in the past and 
the VHlA can discuss these 
AMA submissions, and it 
members In both areas. 

23, The AMA also asserts that should the autho rthcoming, the status quo 
will remain, and the AMA will be unable to ent their members. If it 
were a trade union, the response would be: the RDAA and the AMA 
are professional organisation and not regi unions. ASMQF (AMA 
version of a trade union) represents the em medical services. The 
AMA simply represents the contractors. It only, a trade union by 
another means. Not that this matters, but th be made. Why should 
the same benefits apply? If they are the sam loyees. This is within 
the power of the AMA, in which case this app undant, in which case 
the various Department of Health might even 

24. What the appl~cants fail to state is that the p ice of optr ctors is significantly higher 
than that of employees supplying similar service . In terms of iabour force 
management, the short supply is in part a dire t result of m dical practitioners having a 
choice of practice and arrangement. Some of hem a e b siness men and woman par 
excellence, other are barely managing. Wha ver th prr ngements, the business of 
bang a contractor on "fee for servicen is much more ttfa ive than being salaried and 
an employee. It is for those reasons th 1 t the 1 Tra e Practices Act has also 



concentrated and placed some emphasis oners. It is the competition 

issue. 
in the market place, This concept simply employees and is a non 

The AMA also states that the RDAA was 
granted authorisation is an interesting 'me toon 
application. They state that the GP could be as a result by not being a 
member of the RDAA. ~rst of all, there IS noting to 
stop GP's from of the AMA and the RDA. 
Secondly it may wlth the authorisation the 
RDAA appears membership. Thus, it 
would be more accurate 
rather than IS precisely that 

would be no 

26. The AMA further asserts that an effective negotiations will produce 
better health outcomes for rural people. as that. Price of a 
service is never s~rnple. The factors that ever rely marginally 
on effective negotiations. There are at play such as the 
market, the structure, the labour suppliers, political 
priorities and so on. Hence, the view as being too 
simplistic. 

27. The AMA also argues a number of points in its blic Detriments. As stated, 
the VHtA relies on its submissions in the hemore the VHlA submits 
as follows; 

i) 

of the same 
historical conditions and labour supply. 

~ i )  AMA has made no submission with r4spe argalnlng group and the 
Impact ~n Victoria. 

iii) For the AMA to argue that the arrange ents I ntary in terms of both the 
GP1s and the various Department flie i the application. This 
application is made ~n order that a JOI t ment can and is most 
likely to result. It will be pursued vigom sly The VHlA accepts the 
bona fides of the applicant. On that basi ot but assume that this 
application if authorised will produce a s sult in terms of collective 
negotiations and that this aim wilt be vi oro 



iv) The AMA asserts that individual GP's contract 
terms. As addressed above this is 
is a central agreement with multiple ne negotiated at 
a local level no doubt informed by a nutshell, there 
would be no purpose in having a individuals can 
make their own arrangements. exist precisely 
because of pecr.rliarities of the market. 

v) The AMA finally states that t ny, public detriment which 
would arise from this application, a will be insignificant. If 
this application is about proper or 
will be significant on prices and 
abundant evidence to show that th 
different to that supplied in large r 
engagement is radically differsn 
locations as their arrangeme ade it clear and the AMA 
agrees that the "fee for service" norm in rural Victoria 
outside of the large towns - ca times more than the same 
medical service provided b norm and nature of the 
engagement in the rural sect0 services. If the 
applicant is serious about the r ements, the best 
way forward for all parties is t 
whilst engaged to deliver rned 
with other staff and the organisation, 
sewices. Staff development can be ta 
attained. This is rejected by most miedic 
different returns to that which they are able to 
clinics. Therefore, for the RDAA and t 
price will be insignificant is si application is about price 
and funding of medical services. The i act of collective bargaining 
will be that the "highest common de immediately apply", plus a 
significant increase in after hours an 
the cost of after hour A&E services ur fold without 
exaggeration. 

28. All of the above in the VHIA's view lends and submission that 
Victoria should be exempt from this decision in favour 
of the applicant. This is argument or 
proposition that there 
flexibility to have local 
legal relationships 
Principal. If 

them. 



29. The VHlA also seeks a conference with to it making a draft 
determination. It submits that to hold the issuing of a draft 
determination as outlines in your letter our position, is 
unreasonable if not moronic. 

Yours sincerely 

lgnatlus Oostermeyer 
'1 0348SD 


